
 

Portsmouth Group Pricing 

 
Each Group Pricing package includes a 1.5-hour total booking time with: 

• 1.5-hour axe throwing experience for your private group w/our Axeperts instructing on proper throwing 

technique and running group games. 

The regular pricing of Southern Ohio Axe Throwing presumes that for any number of people 12 or less, the experience is expected to 

have the potential to include non-related people to be put together in the same time slot.  This allows for efficient use of SOAT 

resources and the more people you have in a time slot, the more fun the games that are played will be.  Besides, who doesn’t want 

to make new Axe Throwing Friends?!? 

We do understand that there are times where you will want your group to be exclusive and not be potentially mixed with other 

people…purchasing the full experience provides you with the opportunity to do just that and guarantee that you will have your  

private experience. 

Group pricing requires full payment in advance of the event to secure the times requested. 

1 - 12 throwers - 1 range - $299 [SAVES more than $60] 

- $299 range fee (add 1-2 throwers for $25 each,14 throwers MAX) ** 

- Can book online by selecting “book entire experience” 

Up to 24 throwers – 2 ranges - $598 [SAVES more than $120]  

- $598 range fee (add 1-4 throwers for $25 each,28 throwers MAX) ** 

Up to 36 throwers – 3 ranges - $897 [SAVES $ 180 or more]  

- $897 range fee (add 1-6 throwers for $25 each,42 throwers MAX) ** 

Up to 48 throwers – 4 ranges - $1196 [SAVES $ 240 or more]  

- $897 range fee (add 1-8 throwers for $25 each,56 throwers MAX) ** 

Up to 60 throwers FULL FACILITY – 5 ranges - $1490 [SAVES more than $300]  

- $1490 range fee (add 1-10 throwers for $25 each,70 throwers,110 people MAX in building) ** 

 

In order to book please call, stop by on a Friday or Saturday, or use the Portsmouth – Contact Us form 

from the website: 

Southern Ohio Axe Throwing-Portsmouth 

412 Second Street, Portsmouth, OH 45662 

740-529-1927 

portsinfo@southernohioaxe.com           https://www.southernohioaxe.com 

** adding people beyond 12 per range may require more time than 1.5 hours and does decrease how 

much each person might get a chance to throw. 
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